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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk will present research by NOAA’s Physical Sciences Division regarding orographic precipitation processes in the West Coast mountains and how these processes are related to West Coast extreme precipitation events and flooding.This picture was taken December 22, 2010 in the Los Angeles area in the wake of a significant precipitation event.(http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/40779006/ns/weather/t/mud-more-evacuations-wake-la-area-storm/)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following scientists participated in and conducted this research.



Outline
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1. Background and motivation
2. Wind, water vapor, and orographic precipitation
3. Rain types and orographic precipitation
4. Sierra barrier jets and precipitation distribution
5. Summary



1. Background and Motivation: 
(Orography, atmospheric rivers, and HMT)
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Orography and Precipitation

From Neiman et al. 2002, Mon. Wea. Rev.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Orography can influence both large and smaller scale weather. • Orographic precipitation occurs when an air mass is lifted over terrain.• Most orographic precipitation falls upwind of the mountain ridge.  • Unblocked flow occurs when the flow approaching a mountain barrier is lifted over the terrain.    -Precipitation enhancement occurs almost entirely over the lower windward slopes of the barrier with little upstream enhancement.• Blocked flow occurs when the flow approaching a mountain barrier too weak or too stable to be carried over the barrier.    - Precipitation enhancement occurs upstream of the barrier.



Atmospheric rivers

From Ralph et al. 2011, Mon. Wea. Rev. 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Atmospheric Rivers (AR) are relatively narrow regions in the atmosphere that are responsible for most of the horizontal transport of water vapor outside of the tropics. • On average ARs are 400-600 km wide.• ARs move with the weather and are present somewhere on the earth at any given time.• While ARs come in many shapes and sizes, those that contain the largest amounts of water vapor, the strongest winds, and stall over watersheds vulnerable to flooding, can create extreme rainfall and floods. • Not all ARs cause damage – most are weak, and simply provide beneficial rain or snow that is crucial to water supply.



Hydrometeorology Testbed (HMT)

Mission
To conduct research 
on precipitation and 
weather conditions that 
can lead to flooding.

To foster the transition 
of scientific advances 
and new tools into 
forecasting operations. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• The Hydrometeorology Testbed (HMT) conducts research on precipitation and weather conditions that can lead to flooding.• HMT fosters transition of scientific advances and new tools into forecasting operations. • HMT's outputs support efforts to balance water resource demands and flood control in a changing climate.• HMT is led by the Water Cycle Branch of NOAA’s ESRL Physical Sciences Division with partners across NOAA, other agencies and universities.



2. Relationship between wind, water 
vapor, and orographic precipitation
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ARs impacting mountains

Upslope flow:
Orthogonal to the axis 
of the coastal mountains

30 km

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Rain rate in coastal mountains is directly correlated to upslope flow at the coast, as measured by wind profilers and collocated rain gauges over multiple winters.• Upslope flow at ~1 km is the best indicator of orographic rains.



Rain >10 mm/h:
>12.5 m/s; >2 cm

Atmospheric river quadrant:
Strongest IWV fluxes yield
heaviest rains

Winters: 2001‐2009

Extreme AR Events

From Neiman et al. 2009, Water Management
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Relationship between integrated water vapor (IWV) and upslope flow shows that increased rain rate is directly correlated to increased IWV and increased upslope flow.• Rain rate and orographic rain enhancement increases with increasing water vapor flux.• These conditions are characteristic of the atmospheric river region of landfalling midlatitude cyclones.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• To better monitor these conditions, atmospheric river observatories were created.• AROs monitor the wind speed, direction, snow level and water vapor content in real-time above the earth's surface. • GPS receivers provide measurements of integrated water vapor (IWV).• Integrated water vapor flux (upslope × IWV) correlates more strongly with mountain rain intensities than do either 1 km upslope flow or IWV separately.



4 Jan 2008, 1500 UTC

5 Jan 2008, 0300 UTC

4 Jan 2008, 2100 UTC

Time of max AR bulk flux at BBY: 1500 UTC 4 Jan

Time of max AR bulk flux at GLA: 0300 UTC 5 Jan

Time of max AR bulk flux at PPB: 2100 UTC 4 Jan

AR Propagation: ~12 m s‐1.
½‐day lead time for SoCal
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• With AROs located at various sites, we can monitor AR events both spatially and temporally.



Atmospheric River Observatory (ARO) at Bodega Bay
See http://hmt.noaa.gov/resources/pdf/FluxProductDescriptionV4.pdf for a detailed description
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Real time IWV flux tool available online at http://www.etl.noaa.gov/et7/data   - Panel 1: Time height section of hourly averaged wind profiles and brightband height   - Panel 2: Time series of hourly averaged upslope flow in the layer between 750 and 1250 MSL and IWV   - Panel 3: Time series of hourly averaged IWV flux and hourly rainfall histogram at a coastal and a mountain site.



3. Types of rain associated with 
orographic precipitation
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Bright band (BB) and Nonbright band (NBB) rain
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Vertically pointing S-band radars documented a key shallow rain process without a brightband (NBB rain), as well as deep brightband (BB) rain.• Rain rates in West Coast storms can exceed 20 mm h-1 during NBB rain.• For comparable rain rates, reflectivities were ~10 dBZ lower during NBB rain.• NBB rain is common but hard to detect with NEXRAD due to its shallow character.• NBB rain has also been observed by ESRL S- band profilers in the Sierra and Cascades.



Bright band (BB) vs. Nonbright band (NBB) rain
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• NBB rain is a quasi-steady, shallow rain process that does not exhibit a radar bright band, occurs largely beneath the melting level, has smaller Doppler vertical fall velocities, and can produce rain rates exceeding 20 mm h−1. • BB rain is formed through ice crystal growth and subsequent melting which increases radar reflectivity and is positively correlated with Doppler vertical velocity.



Year1
Costal sites Inland mountain sites

CZD BBY PTS WPT RVD MBO ATA GVY SPD MPI

1998 29.4

2001 18.2 24.5

2002 50.0 17.8 35.3

2003 41.5

2004 42.2 31.4

2005 29.3

2006 37.3 21.2

2007 38.0 29.4

2008 29.0 17.2

2009 31.6 26.3 31.8 38.8

2010 26.4 15.6 15.7 32.22 14.1

2011 30.6 TBD TBD  31.22 16.0

Avg. 33.6 28.0 26.3 15.6 15.7 17.8 24.9 35.3 34.1 15.1

The percentage of non‐brightband rain observed 
over the course of 12 winter seasons

1For winter season ending in this year
2For periods when both SPD and MPI S‐PROFs were operating

S‐PROF rainfall process partitioning results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
•  Rainfall partitioning results for 12 winter seasons show that NBB rain accounts for 15-35% of the total rain depending on site location.•  Coastal sites (CZD, BBY, PTS) and sites directly across from the Petaluma Gap (GVY, ATA, SPD) have higher NBB rain percentages (24-35%).•  Sites further inland and sites blocked by the coastal terrain (RVD, MBO, MPI) have lower NBB rain percentages (15-16%).



Detection of nonbright band (NBB) rain

Non bright‐band rain: 50% of total rain in this 3 inch event
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• NBB rain is common and hard to detect with NEXRAD due to its shallow character.• Reflectivity-rainfall rate relations for NBB rain are dramatically different than those used by operational radars.



4. Sierra barrier jet (SBJ) and its 
impact on precipitation distribution
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Isotachs (m s‐1) of terrain‐parallel flow (from 160°)

West East

Sierra barrier jet (SBJ)

wind profilers
rain gauges
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Presentation Notes
• To study the Sierra barrier jet (SBJ) we conducted a wind profiler–based study along the windward slope of California’s Sierra Nevada. • In the Northern Hemisphere, an airstream approaching a mountain barrier slows down and is deflected leftward as a result of a weakened Coriolis force when the Froude number of that airstream is less than unity.• The corridor of low-level blocked flow resides upstream and below the top of that barrier and usually contains a barrier jet paralleling the long axis of the high terrain. • Barrier jet flows, which are maintained by a statically stable pressure ridge dammed against the windward slope, have been documented along the western slope of California’s Sierra Nevada.• Studies show that barrier jet–related flows can redistribute precipitation in physically plausible patterns which makes this an important orographic process to study. 



SBJ seasonality at CCO

Frequency of occurrence:
winter max.; summer min

Vertical structure:
winter strong; summer weak
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• The seasonal distribution of SBJ wind profiles shows a well-defined maximum during the cooler months and a marked minimum during the summer. • This cycle mirrors the landfalling baroclinic cyclone climatology and the associated seasonal cycle of precipitation in California. • SBJ events have the greatest potential to modulate precipitation and associated hydrology during California’s cool season because this is when most of the precipitation falls in the state and SBJs are typically tied to transient storm systems during the cool season.• Composite V-component wind profiles highlight the seasonally dependent vertical structures of the SBJ wind profiles.• The wintertime SBJ cases (DJF) contain ~55% of the total number of SBJ wind profiles, whereas the summer SBJ cases (JJA) account for ~4% of those profiles. • The SBJ wind profiles are strongest in winter and weakest in summer, consistent with the seasonal variation in the strength of landfalling extratropical cyclones. • The shoulder seasons (SON and MAM) exhibit intermediate magnitudes of flow.



West‐East Sierra transect North end
Central Valley

• 47‐60% of cool‐season precipitation fell during SBJ cases.
• SBJ cases shifted precipitation  down the windward slope.
• SBJ cases enhanced precipitation at the north end of Central Valley.

Precipitation gauge sites
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• To estimate the impact of cool-season SBJ cases on regional precipitation, data from a three precipitation gauges along the Sierra’s windward slope plus a gauge located at the head of the Central Valley were examined.• The precipitation was stratified into two bins: the amount that fell during SBJ events and the amount that fell in the absence of SBJ conditions.• Approximately 47%–60% of the observed precipitation fell during SBJ events, thus revealing the dominant role of SBJs in contributing to the water supply in the north/central part of California.• SBJ cases shifted precipitation down the windward slope.• SBJ cases significantly enhanced precipitation at the north end of the Central Valley.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• SBJ conditions can be stratified into “strong” and “weak” SBJs based on the mean strength.  • Strong SBJs are tied to transient, high-amplitude waves at 500 impacting California, whereas weak SBJs occur with low-amplitude waves in zonal flow making landfall in the Pacific Northwest.• Composites of vertically integrated horizontal water vapor transport between the surface and 300 hPa show that the strong composite is characterized by a corridor of large vapor fluxes (400 kg s−1 m−1) approaching California from the southwest, whereas the weak composite contains a weaker (300 kg s−1 m−1), zonally oriented plume at a more northern location. • The strong IVT composite shows evidence of terrain modulation, both in California’s Central Valley and along its northern coastal zone. • The weak IVT composite exhibits no significant inland penetration of enhanced vapor fluxes and only marginally enhanced fluxes along California’s northern coastal zone. • Both IVT composites show a landfalling AR-like plume which highlights the fact that SBJs are typically tied to warm-sector flows in extratropical cyclones.



W‐E Sierra transect

North end
Central
Valley

NARR composite mean 3‐h precipitation rate [mm (3 h)‐1]

Strong Weak

m
m
 (3 h) ‐1

CCO

SBJ strong/weak precipitation distributions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Stratification by SBJ strength yields much larger precipitation rates (by a factor of 4–8) for the strong cases.• Both stratifications show a steady increase in precipitation rate with altitude up the Sierra slope between CHI and FOR. • Strong SBJ cases are associated with hydrologically significant storms, whereas the weak cases are not.



5. Summary
Orography can significantly enhance precipitation + ARs provide 
large amounts of water vapor Together they can result in extreme 
precipitation events and flooding.

Heaviest hourly rain rates occur when:
– Water vapor (IWV) exceeds 2 cm.
– Upslope winds at 1 km altitude exceed 12 m/s.

NBB rain contributes ~25-35% of the annual cool season 
precipitation in West Coast states.
NBB rain is microphysically different than BB rain (i.e., large 
numbers of small rain drops) but can produce significant rain rates.
Often the NBB echoes will occur below standard NEXRAD radar 
scans.

SBJs redistribute precipitation.
47-60% of cool-season precipitation falls during SBJ cases.
SBJ conditions shift precipitation  down the windward slope and 
enhance precipitation at the north end of Central Valley.
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Summary of results.
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